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COPYRMATIC COMBI
Codice prodotto: 3300003

Category: Absent

Programmable automatic dispenser

Description:
Professional, fully programmable automatic dispenser for timed emptying of aerosol cans.
Modern and discreet design that adapts to any environment. Extremely silent, once positioned and started up, no further
intervention is required to spray.
The special canisters with dosage valve are activated by the device, releasing a predefined quantity of product (insecticide,
deodorant or air freshener) which, when diffused in the room, controls infestations of flying insects, creating an effective
barrier against re-infestation, deodorising the environment or neutralising unpleasant odours.

Technical information:
Dimensions: 8.5 x 21 x 8.5 cm
Weight: 300 g
Power supply: 4 AA batteries;

Method of use:
Place the dispenser at least 2 metres above ground and point it so that the spray is directed away from people. If insecticide
canisters are used, place it near doors and windows so that the barrier effect prevents insects from entering the treated area,
thus protecting it from re-infestation. Select dispensing at 15-minute intervals.
The “standard” setting is to spray every 15 minutes for 24 hours a day. Under standard conditions, the lifetime of a Copyr
cylinder is approximately 30 days.
It is possible to programme the dispensing frequency according to the requirements of different environments: at intervals of
7.5, 15 and 22.5 minutes. Operation can be continuous over 24 hours (sun&moon) or only by day (sun) or only night (moon).
The dispenser has a green indicator light that warns when the device is in operation.

User:
Professional

Warnings:
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Compliant with EEC Directive 2004/108. Equipped with CE mark.

Unit of sales:
box containing 4 pieces


